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A BSTRACT
The captured images in scattering scenarios are
a challenge to solve for the vision systems for
Unmanned Flight Vehicles (UFVs). Currently,
research has been conducted on the use of sensors in the near-infrared (NIR) part of the spectra as an option for the RGB camera in scenarios with higher scattering (fog or rain), because to the diameter of water particles is proportional to the wavelength, then Mie scattering occurs with that the transmittance is higher.
Therefore, in this work, we present a solution
vision system based on single-pixel imaging at
the wavelength of 1550 nm (NIR-SPI) to capture 2D images in a scattering environment (Fog
and Rain). For which we evaluate the performance of the 2D image reconstruction in controlled laboratory settings using different compressive sensing (CS), Fourier single-pixel imaging (FSI), and Hadamard-single-pixel-imaging
(HSI) reconstruction methods fused with dark
channel prior (DCP) dehazing methods to improve 2D image quality. This work will determine which strategy of processing and imaging
is more suitable in terms of quality image (EPI),
entropy and contrast, and processing time to suit
the Unmanned Flight Vehicles (UFVs).
1

I NTRODUCTION

In the last year, the use the Unmanned Flight Vehicles
(UFVs) increase, covering different applications in outdoor
environments as infrastructure inspection [1], rescue operations [2], and surveillance [3]. For which is needs to be
captured image under different conditions, light and weather.
However, bad weather images captured show some degradation effects such as blurriness and low contrast. Due to
light traveling through a medium that contains suspended
water-particles, it is exponentially attenuated through two
processes: absorption and scattering [4]. Being difficult to
distinguish objects in the environment. In such scenarios,
the performance of the vision system based on RGB (RedGreen-Blue) is limited, in the visible spectrum we meet in
the Rayleigh regime [5] with a D diameter water-particles
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is D << λ, where λ is the wavelength , in this case the
attenuation the light is highest decreases the contrast level ,
while for wavelength Near-infrared (NIR) D ∼ λ is in the
Mie regime [6], where the effects of the light attenuation and
scattering are fewer in comprised with the visible spectrum,
being the use of NIR sensor a solution for increase performance vision systems of the UFVs [7].
Therefore, the solution proposed in this work is a system vision on NIR based on a Single-Pixel Camera (SPC) [8],
an architecture that uses a single detector as an alternative to
the traditional cameras that capture the scene directly using a
sensor array (see Fig. 1), and has these two essential advantages: (i) it provides the means to acquire the image in the
compressed form, reducing the processing time; and (ii) it
is suitable to perform imaging to different wavelengths, with
that we can take advantage from a wider part of the electromagnetic spectrum, which is ideal for application with UFV.
This system allows capturing the image in the NIR spectrum, where the attenuation environment is the lowest visible, and the image obtained can be enhanced through of used
Dark Channel Prior (DCP) method [9]. From background
light (BL) estimation and transmission map (TM) over image, single-pixel imaging (SPI) is possible to refine the image
by removing the hazy effects in the image.
To summarize, the main contributions and limitations of
this paper are as follows:
• We developed a SPC NIR-SPI with active illumination at a wavelength of 1550 nm with a resolution size of 8x8 and implement three type reconstruction algorithms based on compressive sensing (CS),
Fourier single-pixel imaging (FSI), and Hadamardsingle-pixel-imaging (HSI).
• Implementation the Dark Channel Prior (DCP) method
over images SPI and evaluation of laboratory the NIRSPI system in the test chamber.
• Evaluation of the CS, FSI, and HSI methods 2D reconstruction of SPI in a simulated environment applying
the proposed DCP algorithm, in terms of Edge Preservation Index EPI [10], and processing time. To determine which method best adapts the conditions, of the
scattering environment.
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Figure 2: Patterns SPI: a) Hadamard patterns basic [7], b) FSI
patterns [12], c) HSI patterns [8].
Figure 1: Schematic generation single-pixel imaging:the object illuminated by a light source and the light reflected by it
gets directed through a lens onto an SLM, where is capture
by the SPD [7].
2
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RECONSTRUCTION

Single-pixel imaging is based on the projection of spatially structured light patterns by using light modulation devices such as: (i) Spatial light modulators (SLM) that allow
light to be modulated in terms of amplitude, phase, or wave
polarization in space and time, (iii) Digital micromirror devices (DMD) that operate as digital on/off modulators of the
reflected light on the micromirror array, through the change of
the tilt angle it is possible to reflect or obstruct light projecting a light pattern modulate over the scene, (iii) LED matrix
as light digital on/off modulation, that allow faster changes
the light patterns than SLM and DMD devices. The reflected
light is focused on a photodetector with no spatial information
S i (see Fig. 1). From the correlations between the patterns
Φi (x, y) and S i , we can reconstructed the image O, (x, y),
where the reconstructed image is obtained as the product of
the measured single S i and the corresponding structured pattern that originated defined by Eq. (1) [11].
O (x, y) = α

N
M X
X

S i Φi (x, y)

(1)

x=1 y=1

For reconstruction SPI, we can apply different as compressive sensing (CS), Fourier single-pixel imaging (FSI),
and Hadamard-single-pixel-imaging (HSI) methods, which
use transformations or iterative algorithms [8]. In FSI and
HSI, both acquire the spectrum, the object image and reconstruct the object image by applying an inverse transform.
For FSI, the sinusoidal patterns (see Fig. 2b), defined by
Eq. (2) [12].
ΦiF SI (x, y) = a + b · cos(2πx + 2πy + ϕ)
R(u, v)F SI = [R0 (u, v) − Rπ (u, v)]

+ j[Rπ/2 (u, v) − R3π/2 (u, v)]

(2)

(3)
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Where the variable a is the average pattern intensity and
the variable b is the contrast [12]. The projection of the
FSI patterns varies with the phases (ϕ = 0, ϕ = π/2, ϕ =
π, ϕ = 3π/2). We can obtain a value of intensity light
over a detector with a spectrum of the object R(u, v)F SI
expressed by Eq. (3). The object image OF SI (x, y) can
then be reconstructed by applying the IFT2 OF SI (x, y) =
F −1 (R(u, v)F SI ).
For HSI, we used the Hadamard patterns Eq. (4) (see
Fig. 2c), from the patterns projected over the object can obtain
differential measurement R(u, v) and the reconstruction object OHSI (x, y) can be obtained using an inverse Hadamard
transform OHSI (x, y) = H −1 (R(u, v)) [12]. To implementation the FSI and HSI patterns in DMD or LED array is must
apply dither algorithm to generate binary patterns, that they
can be adapt theses technologies [13].

ΦiHSI (x, y) =21 (1 + H −1 δ th (u, v))
1, u = u0 , v = v0
δ th (u, v) =
0, otherwise

(4)

In the case of the CS method, the generate the Hadamard
pattern Φi based on Sylvester’s recursive matrix generation
principle [8] (see Fig. 2a). For reconstruction, apply CS, we
use an iterative method based on (Orthogonal Matching Pursuit) OMP-GPU [14], where it needs to Hadamard pattern Φi
and measurements.
3

BACKGROUND

When light interacts with water-particles, various physical phenomena occur such as: reflection, refraction, absorption, and scattering. The scattering is related to the particle
size (sp), and its cross-section Qd [7], where sp = πD/λ ,
D is the particle diameter, and λ the incident photon wavelength. For small scattering particles with D << λ , the distribution of scattered light is symmetric in the forward and
backward directions (Rayleigh regime). If the particle size
increases, the scattered energy increases toward the incident
beam, reducing the amount of scattered light in the opposite
direction (Mie regime).
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3.1

Atmospheric scattering model
The image received by a sensor from scene points is often
absorbed and scattered by the medium. Therefore, an image can be defined using McCartney’s atmospheric scattering
model using Eq. (5) [15].

I(x, y) = J(x, y)T M (x, y)+

http://www.imavs.org/

BL(x, y)(1 − T M (x, y)) + n(x, y) (5)
Where I (x, y) denotes the observed degraded image. J (x,
y) denotes the scene radiance, which represents the original
appearance of image BL (x, y), the global atmospheric light,
and TM (x, y) is the atmospheric transmission map defined by
Beer-Lambert-Bouguet law as T M (x, y) = e−β L̂ , −β is the
extinction coefficient [9]. The term, J(x,y)TM(x,y) is called
the direct attenuation indication, of the decay of the scene
radiance in the medium. BL (x,y)(1-TM(x,y)) is the airlight
increases as the scene depth increases, and n (x, y) denotes
zero-mean Gaussian noise from the environment and sensor.
3.2

Dehazing Image
In the DCP-based dehazing algorithm [9]. For applying DCP algorithm there are six steps: (i) airlight estimation (BL), (ii) dark channel estimation J(x, y), (iii) coarse
transmission estimation (TM), (iv) transmission refinement,
(v) scene recovery, and (vi) image equalization (see Fig. 3).
• Airlight estimation (BL): Obtained from defined over
image (I(x, y)dark ) a local patch or area, where local
entropy is measured for estimation BL Eq. (6) [9]. The
local entropy value is low for regions with smooth variations, which correspond to haze-opaque regions (zone
with scattering)
BL(x, y) = I(argmaxx,y (I(x, y)dark ))

min

y∈Ω(x,y)



min J c

c∈Ω(r,g,b)



T M (x, y) = 1 − ω min

y∈Ω(x,y)

(7)

• Coarse transmission estimation (TM): The
Eq. (8) [9], with a control parameter ω= 0.95, The
luminance-based transmission map T M (x, y) = e−β L̂
, L̂ denoting the modified luminance value define as
L̂ = Lτ∗ L(x, y), where L(x,y) is the luminance of the
input image I(x,y), τ is the depth range , and L∗ denote
a percentage of the luminance L(x,y) .
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min
c

Ic
BLc



(8)

• Transmission refinement: Incorrect estimation of the
transmission map can lead to problems such as false
texture and blocking artifacts. To improve the accuracy of the transmission map, there are methods such
as Gaussian, Bilateral, Guided or Cross-bilateral filters
and soft matting using minimizing energy function [9].
• Scene recovery: The atmospheric light and the transmission map are then obtained from the dark channel.
The transmission map is further refined, and the hazefree image is finally reconstructed as Eq. (9) [9].

J(x, y) =

(6)

• Dark channel estimation: The dark channel is first
constructed from the input image J, the estimation of
the dark channel is shown in Eq. (7), where J c represents the color channel of J and Ω (x, y) is local path
anchored, the value J dark (x, y) is low and tends to be
zero except for the sky region [9]. The transmission in
a local path Ω(x, y) is assumed to be a constant.
J dark (x, y) =

Figure 3: Overall block diagram Dark Channel Prior (DCP)
method applying on single-pixel foggy environment [9].

I(x, y) − BL(x, y)
max(T M (x, y), tth )
+ BL(x, y) −

n(x, y)
T M (x, y)

(9)

• Image equalization: The image recovery is equalized
improvement the level contrast the new image.
For the implementation of the DCP algorithm on GPU
over images SPI, we proposed the reducing computational
complexity of implementation fast guided filter by transmission refinement, using the strategy of comparison score value
with threshold θth score=mean(I(x,y))-var(I(x,y))> θth for
air-light estimation.
4

NIR-SPI SYSTEM

The NIR-SPI vision system using structured illumination,
which improves image quality in the presence of strong backlight and stray light (see Fig. 1), provided by an array of
8 x 8 NIR-LEDs emitting radiation with a peak wavelength
of 1550 nm. The SPD used is an InGaAs photodiode. This
active illumination approach offers several advantages, as it
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Figure 5: Experimental setup to vision system 3D NIR-SPI,
the testing bench for simulate scattering environment [7].
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Figure 4: Proposed Single-Pixel Camera (SPC) dimension
11 x 12 x 13 cm, focal length 20 cm, weight 1.3 kg, power
consumption 25 W, module photodiode, active illumination
source, photodetector diode InGaAs FGA015 GPU unit and
ADC [7].
can operate in different outdoor weather under low-level illumination (scenarios with dust, fog, rain, or smoke) and it is
less sensitive to background radiation noise [7]. The NIR-SPI
architecture proposed in this work is divided into two main
parts: (i) the basic elements used to generate images through
the single-pixel principle: an InGaAs photodetector (diode
FGA015 @ 1550 nm), an array of emitting NIR-LEDs, and
an ADC (see Fig. 4), and (ii) the subsystem in charge of
processing the electrical output signal provided by the SPD
module, digitized using the ADC, and the respective data processing using a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) (see Fig. 4).
The GPU unit (Jetson-Nano) is responsible for generating the
Hadamard patterns and processing the converted data by the
ADC, used by the Batch-OMP Algorithm [14] running in the
GPU unit to generate the 2D images.
5

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

To evaluate the Single-Pixel Camera (SPC) capabilities
with active illumination using the different projection methods, we developed a testing bench that has a controlled system illumination to simulate background outdoor light and
a system that can simulate the conditions of scattering environment. As test objects, we used rocks and pine seeds
(see Fig. 6- Fig.7) to emulate a forest environment an explore
capability capture of NIR image. In the tests, we defined a
scenario foggy (water-particles diameter 3µm [7]), and levels
of illumination 15 Klux (half-cloudy)-30 Klux (midday) [7],
where the object test is at distance 60 cm. For reconstructing
the 2D image applying the CS, FSI and HSI methods under
the two light conditions. The 2D SPI image (see Fig. 6) is
improved applying the DCP method (see Fig. 7- 8), as evaluation parameters of the final reconstructed images, we calculated the corresponding EPI [10], setting the goal parameters
as EPI > 0.5 (see Tab. 1), and time processing (see Tab. 2).
5.1

Discussion: Testing 2D NIR-SPI enhancement image
In the tests carried out to a 2D image reconstruction in a
scattering environment applying the FSI, HSI, and CS meth-
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ods at a measured distance 60 cm with illumination conditions of midday (see Fig. 6), and half-cloudy (see Fig. 8a).
In the first test, with illumination conditions midday, we applied the DCP algorithm and obtained values of EPI > 0.5
(see Table. 1) for the cases of HSI and CS with processing
times between 41 and 47 ms (see Table. 2). For FSI observed
a processing time fewer, with a value of EPI < 0.5 showing
low-capacities reconstruction and high sensitivity in scattering scenarios. In the second test, we changed the scenario
by reducing the level of illumination (half-cloudy) for this
scenario the contrast of the image reconstructed is reduced
(see Fig. 8) , then applying the DCP algorithm, shows its
high capacities for improving image quality obtained values
of EPI > 0.7 (see Table. 1) being the CS method the best with
a processing time of 39 ms (see Table. 2), although in the case
FSI presents a processing time, the image quality is the lowest. In terms of image quality, we can see improvement in the
contrast level and a reduction in the entropy He applying the
DCP algorithm (see Table. 3) in the SPI methods obtained,
similar values contrast with variations in the entropy (the entropy affected the smoothing in the images) being the HSI
method with He lowest.

Figure 6: Reconstruction 2D NIR-SPI a scenario of foggy
and midday using HSI, FSI, and CS methods.
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Figure 7: Reconstruction 2D NIR-SPI a scenario of foggy
and midday using HSI, FSI, and CS methods applying DCP
algorithm.
Table 1: EPI noise suppression applying DCP for the case
a scenario with a foggy and background illumination of
15 KLux (half-cloudy)- 30 KLux (midday).
SPI method
CS
FSI
HSI
6

EP I30KLux
0.65
0.47
0.51

EP I15KLux
0.8
0.74
0.76

NIR SPI 2D IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION APPLIED
UAV S AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION IN OUTDOOR

TO

CONDITIONS

A vision system that operates in fog conditions is an advantage in Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) navigation applications. It provides fast deployment at remote or challenging
locations, being essential for many civil and military applications such as post-disaster relief assistance [2]. Our NIR-SPI
system developed, if adopted in UAVs (see Fig. 9), offers a
solution to perform better visualization of the scene in outdoor conduction, if compared to conventional vision systems
that normally use RGB sensors operating in the visible spectrum [7]. As explained, conventional systems operating in the
VIS range present much higher image degradation in fog conditions than those operating in the NIR part of the spectra [7].
In the literature, there are examples of the use of IR vision
systems to UAVs for applications such as rescue missions
that enable fast exploration in scenes with low-illumination,
or operations performed in complex weather conditions that
limit the drone visibility. NIR-SPI system presented has great
potential to be used in similar applications. Furthermore, SPI
could be an alternative to the use of LIDAR technology.
7

C ONCLUSIONS

This paper presented an evaluation of the HSI, FSI, and
CS methods in a combination with the DCP algorithm as a
strategy to improve image quality in a scattering environment
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(b)

Figure 8: Reconstruction 2D NIR-SPI a scenario of foggy and
half-cloudy using HSI and CS, in this scenario the 2D image
NIR-SPI present low-contrast, obtained the TM and applying
the DCP algorithm: a) pine seeds, and b) rock.
Table 2: Processing time 2D NIR-SPI DCP for the case
a scenario with a foggy and background illumination of
15 KLux (half-cloudy)- 30 KLux (midday).
SPI method
CS
FSI
HSI

T30KLux (ms)
41
37
44

T15KLux (ms)
39
35
41

with different illuminations for a vision system SPC with active illumination for future use as a vision system in UFV. As
test objects used rocks and pine seed elements in the forest environment. For the test, we generated foggy artificial and two
illumination conditions half-cloudy and midday, in this simulated scenario presents a challenge to make good detection of
the image, due to the attenuation effect caused by interacting
the light with water particles. To improve the SPI image, we
applied a DCP algorithm to the reconstructed image. In the
case of the FSI, the SPI image reconstructed is more sensitive
to source noise, an effect that we can observe in the evaluation of the term EPI (see Table. 1), and contrast (see Table. 3). For which is not recommended in SPI vision systems
under scattering conditions. In the test, HSI and CS methods
were shown to be robust under scattering conditions (see Table. 1) , mainly in the case low-contrast of the SPI image (see
Fig. 8), being ideal to use as SPI reconstruction methods applied in the SPC. This capture capacity of SPI images under
the scattering scenario shows the feasibility of using a vision
system based on the SPI principle for applications to vehicles
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Table 3: Improvement the 2D NIR-SPI in terms entropy He ,
and contrast (C) applying DCP algorithm.
SPI method
CS
FSI
HSI

He
7.39
7
6.74

C
10
9
9.95

HeDCP
6.3
5.3
5.2

CDCP
11
9.8
10
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